Grindstone Trail Design Status
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Definitions

- "Conceptual Stage" - These portions of the trail have conceptual alignments which are based largely on aerial photos, a 3D contour model provided by the City and on the constraints described in the alignment study.

- "Preliminary Stage" - These portions of the trail have been surveyed and the alignments have been preliminarily designed to verify reasonableness and technical feasibility and to better assess impacts. They are intended to become the final alignments with minor modifications as recommended by additional information.

- "Final Stage" - No portions of the trail have reached the final design stage yet. A final design section is one for which the alignment has been approved and detail design is in progress.

- "Engineered Alignment Needed" - These portions of the trail are subject to critical technical design constraints such as stream crossings and deep road slopes that require an engineered alignment.

- "Field Generalized Alignment" - These portions of the trail are subject to fewer technical constraints and will be selected in the field by a team made up of Parks staff and design consultants.

Notes:

- All limits indicated by this linework are approximate and subject to change at any time or season.

- The map reflects the preliminary stages of alignment study.

- The final design of the trail will be completed in the near future.

- The trail is expected to be completed in the next 2 years.

- The trail will connect to the Missouri River Greenway Trail System.

- The trail will be accessible to all users including cyclists, runners, and wheelchair users.

- The trail will be maintained by the Parks and Recreation Department.

- The trail will have restrooms and water fountains at regular intervals.

- The trail will have benches and shaded areas for resting.

- The trail will have trail maps and informational signs along the way.

- The trail will be well-lit at night.

- The trail will be closed during severe weather conditions.